
CLEANING EQUIPMENT DESIGNED FOR A RESTAURANT

FOODSERVICE

STOP
SWEEPING.

START
CLEANING.



RELIABLE CLEANING

• Improve cleanliness of your facility.
• Greatly reduce time spent cleaning.
• Cleans hard surfaces and carpet.
• Lightweight and maneuverable 

wands reach under tables and 
around chairs.

• Easily clean high areas such as vents 
and fans.

• Cleans faster and more effectively 
than a broom or upright.

• Remove debris instead of pushing it 
into corners.

Does Your Current Cleaning Routine Really Work?

If you use an upright vacuum for carpets, a broom 
for hard floors, and separate tools for dusting, your 
cleaning inconsistency and inefficiency issues may 
already be apparent.

An upright vacuum is difficult to navigate in a 
restaurant environment. The beater bar and other 
moving parts quickly clog with food scraps, paper waste 
and other common dining room debris and employees 
usually end up just using a floor sweeper or broom. The 
cleanliness of the restaurant then suffers.

ProVac backpack and canister vacuums are different. 
They use direct suction to clean all the debris–from the 
microscopic particles to the French fries–with no beater 
bar to clog or belts to break. Get better, more reliable 
cleaning of carpets, hard floors, windowsills, blinds 
and other hard-to-reach areas.

 ADVANTAGES:

PROOF POSITIVE
Ray Downey, Owner CiCi’s Pizza

“I look for reliable performance in a 
vacuum: suck it up, get it clean. Those are 
the things that are critical for me,” said 
Downey. “We like the ProVac. It’s been very 
sturdy. We use it seven days a week for 
about an hour a day. It holds up well under 
heavy use.” 

With over 15 years of experience in the 
restaurant industry, Downey has learned 
that sometimes the greatest benefit from a 
piece of equipment is not having to think 
about it.

“I have enough things to worry about in 
my business, the last thing I need to worry 
about is my vacuum,” said Downey. “The 
ProVac is a stress reliever, because I know 
that it’s going to work well for me. It lets 
me focus on other things.”

vs.

Backpack Vacuum Cleaning Efficiency vs. 
Sweeping

Source— 
Toxics Use Reduction Institute (TURI), University of Massachusetts Lowell, November 2012. 
Tested with the original ProVac BP the predecessor of the ProVac FS 6.

In soil removal tests conducted at Turi Surface Solutions Laboratory:

A ProTeam Backpack vacuum removed more than 98% of the soil!



REDUCE COSTS

proteam.emerson.com  //  866.888.2168

THE RIGHT TOOL FOR THE JOB

SUPER 
HALFVAC® PRO

• Compact
• Versatile 
   harness system

PROVAC® FS 6

• Designed to triumph over
 foodservice demands
• Easy to maintain

PROVAC CN

• Exceptional
 cleaning
 strength

PROFORCE® XP

• Cost effective dual motor
• Low profile with advanced filtration

PROBLITZ® XP
AIRMOVER

• 3 fan speeds
• Collapsible handle 

and wheels

Cleaning for Health®

ProTeam’s Unique Suction Cleaning Method:

• CLEAN CARPET AND HARD SURFACES without stirring 
up dust.

• AIR STAYS CLEANER,  reducing the need to dust as often.

• VACUUMS DESIGNED TO  IMPROVE indoor air quality.

• LOW DECIBEL LEVELS  REDUCE noise pollution.

Direction of Airflow

PROGUARD® WET/DRY

• Handy for emergency spills
• Maneuverable

CLEAN FASTER, SAVE MONEY

2,000 SQ. FT. FACILITY

Source – ISSA 612 Cleaning Times (www.issa.com) Used with permission.
* Based on 8.00 per hour average wage

ProTeam ProVac Backpack

14" Upright Vacuum

12" Broom

TIME TO
CLEAN

DAYS/WK

16 Mins.

 42 Mins.

48 Mins.

WEEKLY SAVINGS UP TO

$15

$39

$45

$30

WEEKLY COST*

  7 

  7

  7

Backpacks clean 3x faster than 
a broom & 2x faster than an 
upright!

Average 2000 sq. ft restaurant saves 
$30/week in labor. That’s $1,560 in annual savings!

PROGEN®

• Quick & easy 
   access to clogs
• Lightweight 
   handle



IMPROVED CLEANLINESS

866.888.2168      proteam.emerson.com
customerservice.proteam@emerson.com

ProTeam, ProVac, ProForce, ProGen, ProGuard, Super HalfVac, 
ProBlitz, Cleaning for Health, and Four Level are trademarks of 
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PROOF POSITIVE
Nedim Raljevic, Manager of The Salt Factory Pub 

“The ProVac has saved our restaurant both time and 
money, and it does a better job than dusting and sweep-
ing alone. It has allowed us to reach places that a broom 
couldn’t: table legs, crevices in booths, kitchen prep 
areas, storage areas, and in and around service stations.” 

“It used to take us 60 minutes to sweep the floors; now 
it takes 30 minutes with the ProVac. Detail cleaning tasks, 
like dusting the air vents, now require less time and effort. 
Before, the task required moving furniture, dusting, and 
then sweeping because the dust would fall to the floor. 
Now, we use the backpack, and it does a better job while 
saving us time.” 

“In total, I save about 7 hours per week from using the 
ProVac backpack vacuum. My payroll is a little less, and I 
get to go home earlier after closing. The ProVac gets the 
job done a lot better.”

“We are an upscale gastro-pub offering a premium din-
ing experiences. First impressions are important to us. I 
know that I don’t want to eat in a dirty restaurant, and 
neither do our customers. The ProTeam ProVac helps us 
to maintain above a 95% on our health inspections, and 
we won’t settle for any less.”

Still using a mop for
wet spills?

For faster clean-up, use
ProGuard® Wet/Dry 
Vacuums.
• Accidental spills
• Kitchen messes
• Restroom 

maintenance
• Entrance 

weather hazards

Choose
ProGuard LI 3 

Cordless 

instead!

The American Lung Association does not 
endorse product, device or service.




